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Our little master minds showcased their talents in 

the game of kings and queens. The check mate 

the defeat and blossoms with success. The chess 

competition was held at CRS Friends Chess 

Association on 1st December 2019.

Science Exhibition

Hitaishi and Jeevana of grade 9 participated in Regional level 

CBSE science exhibitions which was held at DAV public school 

Velachery Chennai on 29th and 30th November. Total 68 schools 

enrolled in the participation and around 100 scientific models were 

exhibited. Edifiers participated in the exhibition with a theme of 

Resource Management and displayed the scientific model with the 

title of administering source of energy.

K.Vishnu Sri Karthik of Grade V had participated 

and secured bronze medal  in  skat ing 

competition under 11category in the State 

School Game Federation of Andhra Pradesh held 

at Eluru. 

ACHIEVEMENTS

M.Poorvika Chowdary of Grade III received

"Excellence Award" for 100 vemana poems.

"Geetha Bala Puraskar" for Bhagavathgeethasloka 

recitation chapter 12,15.

"Wonderkid award" for making more than 100 

Tangaram toys.

"Success is the sum of small efforts repeated 

day in and day out"

M.Poorvika Chowdary of Grade-III and 

P.Sharani Chowdary of Grade-V received the 

medals in 9th International SIP Abacus and 

Mental Arithmetic contest at Chennai.



Following are the various club activities done by the residential students on December 22, 2019

Cuisine club - Students had Prepared Peda (Sweet) and Taco (Traditional Mexican dish).

Green Club – Students examined and nurtured their plants and germinated the seeds.

Photography club – Students a learnt about different types of lenses and zooming techniques.

Creative Club – Students prepared properties for the Annual Day.

Nature is a best mentor with so many surprises and creativity among them the living libraries are 

megaliths. Boarders of Edify got an opportunity to visit megalith in trekking on December 25, 2019 which 

made them spellbound.
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FIELD TRIPS

As our IM-5 deals with different festivals and religions, we got an 

opportunity to take our children for a visit to the religious places. They 

observed the architecture of the different worship places, the way of 

worshipping and symbols of different religious. They also learnt to accept 

and appreciate the unique beliefs of different religions. The children had a 

wonderful day and believed that all regions are equal and we should love 

all forms of God.

Inauguration of NCC:

One more prestigious milestone of Edify and it is a great honour to every Edifier and that is the inauguration of NCC 

wing in our school, by the chief guest Col. T.K. Paul. The NCC is engaged in the character building of the student 

community as a national investment for the future and it also helps students in shaping a multifaceted personality.

Sports Day

Play is the only way the highest intelligence of humankind can unfold.

       Joseph Chilton Pearce 

Edify School celebrated its 6th Annual Sports Meet on 21st December-2019, a day filled with passion and 

excitement experienced amidst thrills, shrills and cheers. The chief guest for the day was Col. T.K. Paul of 2 Andhra 

Eng. Company NCC, Tirupati. The day started with the lovely rendition by the choir to pay salutations to the Lord. It 

was followed by the Inter-House March Past, with the new wing of scouts and guides.

The Chief Guest, in his address reminisced about his school days and how he worked hard in his young age for his 

future. He emphasized on the fact that there is no short cut for success.

With this, the Chief Guest opened the Annual Sports Meet by releasing the balloons in the air and the events 

commenced.

It was a day filled with sportsmanship, enthusiasm and memories to cherish. The Principal of this esteemed 

institution, Mrs. Satya Lakshmi thanked all the teachers for their cooperation and support and advised children to 

keep up their sportsman spirit.

NCC INAUGURATION

CELEBRATIONS





CLUBS

Creative Club
Paper strips craft

Tearing paper is an amazing fine motor activity for children. It requires 

strength and endurance of the small muscles in the hand. These intrinsic 

muscles are important in so many fine motor skills. Our creative club kids 

had fabulous fine motor workout.

Cusine Club
The cuisine club has developed the love of cooking and culinary innovation in our edifiers. Our champs are 

encouraged to experiment with flameless cooking including salads, sweets from cuisines around the country's 

developing a nuanced understanding of flavor, texture & technique in cooking. This brings out the creativity in our 

champs, boost their self-esteem and gave them an atmosphere to work as a team!!! 



Eco Club
Speech enable a person to directly connect to a large number of people. Speech can improve individuals 

language skills. A motivational speech can change anything. Students of Eco-club initiated speech about saving 

Earth and nature then shared their views and ideology to save Earth with their peer group.

On 3rd December 2019, we had conducted a competition between the houses - Separation of Bio - Degradable 

and Non-Bio Degradable materials. Whoever separate the materials within less time are the winners of the 

competition. Among the four houses, Aqua house stood in first place and Ignis remained as runner. It was a fun 

game among the students of separating. 

Literary club

Following instructions is a part of every day life. Following instructions requires the child to attend to details in the 

spoken language, to sequence the information in the appropriate steps and to seek clarification if they have 

trouble recalling the information. A picture was described that the children can't see. Instructions were given 

regarding the direction and position of the objects. The children drew the picture with given verbal instructions. 

The children drew a picture with the given instructions.This activity helped the children to follow instructions so that 

they can communicate effectively across different environments like school, park, home etc. The students of 

grade 1 and 2 brought their favourite toy and described it creatively. The students of grade 3 & 5 took up various 

roles and developed a conversation. 



Special Assembly

Assembly Presentations

Math Week
"Pure mathematics is, in it's way, the poetry of logical ideas "said Einstein. The wizardry of mathematics is 

celebrated by our little mathematical magicians of Edify. The Alliteration of algebra similes of statistics, 

metaphorical matrices personification of polygons and imagery of indices -exponents were celebrated in a logical 

symposium at Edify mathematical week which was celebrated from 16th to 20th December.

Stepping stones of success Conservation of Energy

Little scary Halloweens
Mesmerizing musical 

presentation on homophones

Solar Energy



Patriotic celebrations Sri Rama Navami festival Types of energy

One of the major resources to sustain life on Earth is Sun and solar energy. As the current IM of Grade-IV is all 
about energies.

Pragathi Power Solutions visited Edify and demonstrated the application of solar energy and its uses to students.

Activities

Guest Lecture

The Edify School Students of 7th grade did the experiment on "Image formation on Concave Mirror". They formed 
real image and virtual image of the candle flame with the help of spherical mirrors, V-Stand, Screen and scale. It 
was a fun and wonderful experiment which was done by the students under the guidance of the science teacher.



Students of grade-IX were shown the differences between Monocots and Dicots. They were asked to identify the 
characteristics from the given specimen of Monocot.

PANCHAGAVYA
In India cow is a revered animal and is often referred to as Gou-Mata or the Cow Mother. And this love and respect 
for the holy cow does not come without any reason. Every product from cow including its dung and urine have been 
used in daily lives of people in Indian sub-continent since ancient times.
Cow waste is one of the best manures and soil enhancer which is used in organic farming widely. A lot of different 
liquid fertilizers and foliar sprays are made using cow waste all across India. Panchagavya/Panchakavya or 
Panchagavyam/Panchakavyam is not just one of them, it is the king among them. It is also used in Ayurvedic 
medicines and cosmetic products.
Though Panchagavya is available commercially in Indian market, we prefer to make our own. This is because not 
only we want to control the quality, Panchagavya is also super easy to prepare.
For this, grade 8 students of Edify prepared panchagavya, under the guidance of Mr. E Kiran, Biology teacher.
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Word to the Parent

'A healthy mind resides in a healthy body – for healthy body 
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Mini Edi Sports @ 

Kindergarten.

The spirit of friendly competition 

comes alive on Sports Day. 

Kindergarten celebrated the 

Spirit of Childhood and the Joy of 

discovery during the Mini Edi 

Sports which was a grand 

spectacle with pom pom drill. 

The day started off with KG 

spor t s  even ts  wh ich  was 

followed by the Prize distribution 

that tickled the young brains as 

the activities were based on MI 

(Multiple Intelligence). 

It was a beautiful sight to see the 

tiny tots in their yellow sports T-

shirt performing to the best of 

their ability and all of them were 

w inners  a l l  the  way !  The 

children's attitude was amazing 

and contagious! Congratulations 

to all the winners.



Christmas Celebrations @ kindergarten 
Christmas is the festival which inspires the spirit of sharing and caring. Soaking in the spirit of 
Christmas, tiny tots of Edify celebrated the festival with enthusiasm. A special assembly of the little 
children was held in the School premises. Children were told the story of Jesus Christ. The tunes of“We 
wish you a merry Christmas…”, “Dashing through the snow…” filled the air with festivity. Little Santa too 
made a grand entry and gave adorable poses to click. The boundless joy of celebrating the festival was 
visible on the faces of all the children.



New Year Celebration @ Kindergarten 

Kindergarten Children Celebrated the New Year with lots of joy by cutting a cake, singing and dancing 

etc… During the celebration it was wonderful to see the glowing faces of our little angles.  On behalf of 

Edify, we wish everyone success, a healthy long life and a fresh new start. Happy New Year!
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